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Helping to deliver vaccines in a safer, 
more efficient way
Safespace24 has developed the Vaccination Pod so health professionals can respond quickly and efficiently to 
vaccinate people in a safer way. This solution has been carefully designed to ensure a smooth implementation and 
utilization. From the 60-second installation process, the quick ship lead time, and to using surfaces that can be 
disinfected quickly, this seamless design provides what healthcare teams need to vaccinate our population quickly.

Dimensions

Materials

Finishes

60”W x 48”L x 60”H
72”W x 48”L x 60”H (+ Version)

Durable, hollow-core 
panels

Designer White
Kensignton Maple

Vaccination Pod + Model Shown
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The Safespace24 Advantage

Configurations
Single-sided and double-sided cubicle configurations allow you to maximize 
available space to support the most patients possible.

Ease of Installation
Our lightweight panel technology and simple installation design enables you to 
set up, take down and reconfigure as demands change.

Infection Control
All hard surfaces for ease of sanitization. Non-porous finishes won’t hold viruses 
or bacteria.

Lead Time
State of the art robotic equipment allows us to dispatch thousands of units in as 
little as 2 weeks. 

Quality
We’ve produced hundreds of thousands of panels over the past 20 years for the healthcare 
industry. We use top quality materials to ensure we deliver a high performing solution.  
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Our Solutions

Vaccination Pod Vaccination Pod +
A compact pod designed for us in high density vaccination centers. 
Can be used in single-sided or double-sided applications.

A larger pod designed to be more spacious and for less space concious 
centers. Can be used in single-sided or double-sided applications.

A simple station to provide the neccesities to carry out 
vaccinations. Typically in single-sided applications.

Single components available so spaces can be customized. 

Vaccination Pod Lite Single Components
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Double-sided Vaccination Pod system Single-sided Vaccination Pod system 

Vaccination Pod Lite system Vaccination Pod double-sided system
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